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It's fine that Jimbo Fisher thinks his Texas A&M Aggies will give Alabama football and Nick Saban a whooping, but is he actually a threat to the Tide?
Is Jimbo Fisher really the best candidate to thump Nick Saban's rump? | Toppmeyer
OPINION: This is a film about a woman still living her life on her own terms, with all the frustration, conflict, triumph and resolution that implies.
Why the documentary Suzi Q proves who the coolest woman on the planet really is
As the shock over the recently gazetted Constitutional Amendment No 2 Act deepens, and the realization of the reality of the brutal shredding ...
Would you eat an orange laced with cyanide, so why accept poisoned constitutional amendments just because of some youth/women’s quota clauses?
Nancy Mitford is not the frothy romance novelist that many think, but an accomplished writer who understood how dark life can be ...
In pursuit of Nancy: the life, novels and romances of the wittiest Mitford sister
On Tuesday, families of those who lost a loved one in Hartford hosted a walk to end the violence after the killings of a 3-year-old and 16-year-old last month.
Mothers United Against Violence Host ‘Walk to End Violence'
The Filson Club History Quarterly, first published in 1926, has long enjoyed a reputation as one of the nation's finest regional historical journals. Over ...
A Kentucky Sampler: Essays from The Filson Club History Quarterly 1926--1976
Taking place over the course of 10 days, 'Them' on Amazon Prime documents the story of an African-American family who move into a predominantly white ...
Amazon Prime review: 'Them' shows us how a horror anthology series should be done
For years, the story of how Washington and the Pacific Northwest became part of the U.S., taught to school children, college students and passed through generations, was a lie.
Blaine Harden’s ‘Murder at the Mission’ is history revealed, not revisionist history
Ahead of Sunday’s 93rd Academy Awards, Uproxx’s Josh Kurp ranked the 50 best Best Picture winners of all time.
The Best Oscars Best Picture Winners Of All-Time, Ranked
Memorial Service for Vernon Lyndon Beneby, 54 years of Sandilands Village Road, who died at the Princess Margaret Hospital on Sunday, 25th April, 2021, will be held at One Accord Prayer Ministries, ...
Vernon Lyndon Beneby
Deborah Brown passed away Friday, April 30, at the age of 77 after a four-year battle with Alzheimer’s Disease. Funeral Services will be held Saturday, May 8, 2021 at 12 PM at Bayview Freeborn Funeral ...
Deborah Ann Brown
The needs of the ungulate and cattle supported by California’s Point Reyes National Seashore have different needs and created a years-long conflict.
The battle over Point Reyes’ tule elk
As the shock over the recently gazetted Constitutional Amendment No 2 Act deepens, and the realization of the reality of the brutal shredding, and callous ...
Would you eat cyanide laced oranges, why accept poisoned constitutional amendments only for some youth/women's quota clauses?
Those elements and more can be found in 10 TV gems that are either already available or are coming to screens soon. True crime docs like Hulu’s “Sasquatch” and the upocoming Netflix show “The Sons of ...
New and returning spring TV shows to stream, including 'The Underground Railroad,' 'The Handmaid's Tale'
With the renewal of the Vigilante Parade scheduled for this upcoming Friday – albeit in a restricted format due to the lingering threat of COVID-19 – our Family Album column ...
Family Album: Vigilante Parades from the past
As the county's theatres prepare for curtain up once again, we take a look at their reopening dates and what live shows they will have for audiences.
When Kent's theatres reopen this year and what live shows they will have on
The new UK Double-Handed Offshore Series starts on 1 May, with 29 competitive race teams acting as a fleet within a fleet in five of RORC’s offshore events, running through to the Rolex Fastnet Race ...
We chat to Henry Bomby as new Double-Handed Offshore Series kicks off
For many people, the work of test pilots holds the same fascination as that of BASE jumpers and free soloists.
'Failure Will Be a Catastrophe:' A Marine Pilot Tests Spaceships for Virgin Galactic
With many schools and daycares still in flux, working parents are in a tough spot. The return of full-time, in-office work—without full-time, in-person school and daycare—could push more moms out of ...
Companies Are Calling Employees Back. It’s a Big Problem for Moms
Latest updates: key developments from the UK’s 2021 devolved and local elections ...
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